TREATMENT MENU
APRICOT OIL INFUSION
Using our signature Nutri-Rich Apricot Oil this really is the most luxurious facial treatment.
The Apricot Oil Infusion is a mix between a deep cleansing facial and a hot towel
treatment, leaving the skin clear, hydrated and super soft. All attendees have the option to
participate in a step-by-step facial also.
Tip: Do you experience and skin redness? It could be a sign of dehydration, so many
lifestyle factors contribute to skin hydration. Dry complexions love this one also!

PLATINUM FACELIFT
Platinum is our premium anti-ageing skincare line and the Platinum Facelift Treatment
delivers instant visible results. This is a must for those wanting tighter, firmer and younger
looking skin within minutes. All attendees have the option to participate in a step-by-step
facial also.
Tip: Over 25? Collagen is responsible for our skin firmness, you know keeping it nice and
plump! Our bodies actually stop producing collagen in our 20s and then once we are over
30 our collagen levels decrease 1-2% each year.

MICRO-DERMABRASION
Smooth and hydrate with this deluxe facial treatment. Using Micro-dermabrasion to
resurface the skin, followed by a selection of hydrating and nourishing products. For a
brighter, smoother and softer complexion… try this one. All attendees have the option to
participate in a step-by-step facial also.
Tip: If you’ve been having trouble with congestion… this one is for you. Particularly great for
oily skins.
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TREATMENT MENU
COMPLEXION PERFECTION
Create a flawless canvas in three easy steps; prep, prime and cover. A good foundation
(when applied correctly) should last all day without any touching up. Learn the art of basic
contouring and highlighting. All attendees will have their foundation matched to their
skin type and tone.
Tip: If your make-up isn’t lasting all day it’s time to have your foundation matched to your
skin type. Imagine if you NEVER had to search for the perfect foundation again!

COLOUR MASTERCLASS
Do you know which colours best enhance your natural complexion? There’s a reason not
everyone can wear a bright pink lipstick you know! In this treatment you will learn which
colours best compliment you and some easy ways to add colour into your current makeup regime. You will also learn how to make the most from your make-up regime and nail
your look without spending 2 hours in front of the mirror- because no one has time for
that! All attendees will have their colours matched also.
Tip: If you’re a play-it-safe, earthy-toned eyeshadow kind of girl, step out of your comfort
zone and book this one!
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